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QUESTION 1

A resident in the city of Richdale has concerns about unnecessary debris from construction at a nearby residence and
has filed a complaint with the city. The city uses Public Sector Solutions for LPI (Licensing, Permitting and Inspections)
to manage residential construction permits. 

What three recommendations should a Technical Consultant provide to the city to handle complaints from residents and
tie them back to existing residential construction permits? 

A. Link Inspections and Visits to Permit Applications 

B. Configure Inspections and Visits 

C. Link Cases to Permits 

D. Configure Action Plans on Cases and Permits 

E. Set up Business Rules Engine (BRE) to determine Complaint validity. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Linking inspections and visits to permit applications allows the city to track the progress and status of the inspections
related to the complaints. Configuring inspections and visits enablesthe city to define the inspection types, schedules, 

checklists, and outcomes. Configuring action plans on cases and permits allows the city to automate the inspection
tasks and workflows, assign them to inspectors, and collaborate on them using Chatter. 

Reference: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/public-sector-solutions-design/configure-inspections-
and-visits 

 

QUESTION 2

A government agency is planning for a project Implementation. The project has to comply with regulations for storing
protected health information (PHI). What are two different Salesforce security tools that can be used to meet this
requirement? 

A. Field Audit Trail 

B. Setup Audit Trail 

C. Event Monitoring 

D. Platform Encryption 

Correct Answer: AD 

Field Audit Trail and Platform Encryption are two different Salesforce security tools that can be used to meet the
requirement of storing protected health information (PHI). Field Audit Trail allows government agencies to track changes
to sensitive data fields over time and set retention policies for field history data. Platform Encryption allows government
agencies to encrypt sensitive data at rest while preserving critical platform functionality. Reference:https://trailhead.sales
force.com/content/learn/modules/public-sector-solutions-design/secure-data-with-platform-encryption 
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QUESTION 3

A government agency wants to digitize hundreds of PDF forms for its employees. 

Which Employee Experience for Public Sector feature(s) are most important to address this opportunity? 

A. Salesforce OmniStudio, Flows, Employee and Public Sector Data Models, and Employee Community 

B. Salesforce Flows, APEX, Custom Objects, and VisualForce 

C. Salesforce Flows, Customer Community, and Individual Account 

D. Salesforce Flows, Employee and Public Sector Data Models, and Employee Community 

Correct Answer: A 

Salesforce OmniStudio, Flows, Employee and Public Sector Data Models, and Employee Community are the most
important features of Employee Experience for Public Sector to address the opportunity of digitizing hundreds of PDF
forms for employees. Employee Experience for Public Sector is a prebuilt app that comes with Public Sector Solutions.
It can help public sector agencies to manage employee programs and benefits, such as leave requests or wellness
surveys. Salesforce OmniStudio is a component of Public Sector Solutions that can help public sector agencies to
create guided digital forms using OmniScripts. Flows are tools that can help public sector agencies to automate
business processes using flows. Employee and Public Sector Data Models are components of Public Sector Solutions
that can help public sector agencies to store and organize data using standard and custom objects. Employee
Community is a component of Public Sector Solutions that can help public sector agencies to create a digital experience
site for employees to access resources and services.
Reference:https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=psc_admin_setup_employee_exper
ience.htmandtype=5andlanguage=en_US 

 

QUESTION 4

A government agency wants to automate the validation of an applicant\\'s date of birth from a driver\\'s license or
passport. 

Which features are required to automate the validation of the date of birth? 

A. Files 

B. Attachments 

C. Intelligent Form Reader 

D. Content 

Correct Answer: C 

Intelligent Form Reader is a feature that can be used to automate the validation of an applicant\\'s date of birth from a
driver\\'s license or passport. Intelligent Form Reader is a component of OmniStudio, which is part of Public Sector
Solutions. It allows users to upload documents or images and extract data from them using optical character recognition
(OCR) or artificial intelligence (AI). It can also validate the extracted data against Salesforce records or external
sources. Reference:https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=psc_admin_setup_intelligent_form_
reader.htmandtype=5andlanguage=en_US 
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QUESTION 5

A government agency recently implemented Public Sector Solutions to drive efficiency in its licensing programs; they
are leveraging OmniStudio in their implementation. Post-implementation, some stakeholders still have efficiency
concerns with certain parts of licensing processing. 

Which OmniStudio feature could a technical consultant recommend to identify potential areas for further Improvement? 

A. OmniStudio Tracking Service 

B. Field tracking services 

C. Event Monitoring 

D. Roll Up libraries 

Correct Answer: A 

OmniStudio Tracking Service is an OmniStudio feature that can be used to identify potential areas for further
improvement in licensing processing. OmniStudio Tracking Service allows the government agency to track and analyze
how constituents interact with OmniScripts, DataRaptors, Integration Procedures, FlexCards, and other OmniStudio
components. The agency can use this data to optimize the performance, usability, and efficiency of their licensing
processes. Reference:https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/public-sector-solutions-design/track-and-
analyze-omnistudio-components 
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